Virtual Extra- Curricular Clubs @ JCoSS
Club
Science Club

Description
Being involved will challenge and excite you about science and will
be a great way to pursue interests as well as discovering new ones!
What you can expect from science club is: weekly activities, athome practicals, recorded lab practicals only done by higher years,
interesting video and article links, a monthly science newsletter and
more. We will also be setting challenges with rewards for the winners!
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Do you love writing and photography? Are you looking for a career
in journalism? Then join the JCoSS school newspaper today! As a
member of the team you will get a first-hand experience of the
journalism world, with exciting interviews, amazing experiences and
much, much more in store.
Unleash your imagination and join the JCoSS school newspaper
today.
Enrich your experience of the modern world, and find out how
Classics underpinned the work of Shakespeare, Freud, Picasso and
many others.
Join Classics Society for a weekly Teams activity (that you can do at
any time). We’ll look at topics including literature, history, philosophy,
science, art and architecture.
No Classical knowledge required or assumed!
Join Law Society for a weekly Teams activity (that you can do at any
time).
You’ll be answering questions like these:
- What are laws for?
- How are laws made?
- What’s it like to study law?
- How much do lawyers really get paid?
AND
- Why haven’t I read the 342 pages of the Coronavirus Act 2020
already?
Live every day 3:20- 3:30
Students may Join us for 10 minutes of music, a bit of fun and
challenges to get their mind and body active.
Year 7 –Thursday Lunch 1:30- 2:20
Year 8- Monday Lunch 1:30- 2:20
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Drama Club
(Year 7 & 8)

Live Work Outs

Shake of the lockdown blues with some fun drama and improv
games. If you fancy yourself as the king of splat or a wizard of wink
murder then this club for you. I will be adapting some drama classics
and creating new fun drama games for you to enjoy and express
yourself.
Hi!
My name is Leah Sholem, I’m in year 12 and part of the head student
team!
I thought as part of the extra-curricular club session, that it would be
a great idea to run some workout sessions, I feel this would be an
amazing opportunity for students to let out some energy and gain
some motivation and extra exercise!
From experience, I think that it would be best to have these sessions
with small groups of people who are friends/ or know each other as
this would mean all students will feel comfortable to have cameras
on!
Cameras are such an important part of exercising with someone
online, as it will enable me to see if what you are doing is correct so
you don’t injure yourselves!
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